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Abstract

    Human joints are capable of functioning effectively with low friction

and without failure throughout human life under circumstances where

both articular cartilage as bearing material and synovial fluids as lubri-

cants fulfill their normal functions. It is well accepted that articular

cartilage adapts to changing mechanical environments. As the rubbring

condition is getting severe, the articular cartilage will be worn, resulting

in osteoarthritis but little is known about the mechanism to osteo-
              '
arthritis. It is important to clear the stress-strain state of cartilage and

in chondrocytes under repeated cartilage deformation to know how
osteoarthritis gets to start and progress. The purpose of this study is to

investigate an influence of chondrocytes on stress-strain state of

articular cartilage and an influence of position of chondrocytes on its

depth-dependent deformation. FEM analyses predict that the time-

dependent and depth-dependent deformation of articular cartilage is

caused by fluid exudation, but material properties of chondrocytes do not

affect the bulk deformation of articular cartilage so much. The deforma-

tion of chondrocytes is depth-dependent and the largest time-dependent

deformation behavior occurs in the surface layer. These results may

clear how the transduction of mechanical stimuli concern about metabo-

lism of articular cartilage via chondrocytes.

Keywords: Biomechanics, Viscoelasticity, Finite Element Method,
           Articular Cartilage, Chondrocytes, Time-dependent
           deformation, Depth-dependent deformation, Stress-strain state

1. Introduction

It is well known that natural synovialjoints would maintain the very low friction and low
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Fgg.1 Images of articular cartilage of porcine femoral condyle

wear throughout human life if the articular cartilage(Fig.1) keeps up lubricated with
healthy synovial fluids. It is considered that articular cartilage in natural synovial joints

adapts to the changing of mechanical environments, where the chondrocytes can respond to
local stress-strain state. Articular cartilage consists of chondrocyte (the cell in the articular

cartilage) and extracellular matrix which is produced by chondrocyte. Mechanical compres-

sion of articular cartilage has a significant effect on the metabolic activity of the chon-
drocytes. Osteoarthritis which is a disease in synovialjoint leads to degeneration of articular

cartilage and arthromeningitis. It is known that chondrocytes have the important role in the

mechanism how osteoarthritis gets to start and develop and the mechanical environment of
the chondrocyt.es is an important factor that has been shown to have a significant influence

on the health and disease of the diarthrodialjoint. Therefore, the knowing the stress-strain

states of chondrocytes during physiological loading in joints becomes a first step to the
biomechanical understanding of articular cartilage adaptation and degeneration.
    Articular cartilage has viscoelastic property based on high water content up to 80C/o and

the fluid-flow behavior by significant amounts of mobile fluid concems the time-dependent
deformation of articular cartilage under compression. The conteht and structure of collagen

and proteoglycan in articular cartilage vary with depth from the articulating surface. In the

surface zone, collagen fibrils are organized parallel to the articular surface. In the middle

zone, the collagen fibrils appear to be randomly arranged. In the deep zone, the collagen
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                         Fig.2 Diagramofarticularcartilage

fibers are organized perpendicular to the surface. The amount of proteoglycan is richer in

the deep zone than in the surface zone. Chondrocytes are dispersed throughout the articular

cartilage(Fig.2) and make up about 100/o of the tissue volume in adult cartilage. Chon-
drocytes are ellipsoid parallel to surface in the surface zone and are round grouping into pairs

in the middle zone. In the deep zone, they are gathering up to about ten'). The elastic

modulus of chondrocytes is smaller by three orders while the permeability of chondrocytes
is greater by five orders than those of extracellular matrix2)3). Because of the depth-

dependent composition and huge difference in elastic moduli and permeabilities between
chondrocytes and the surrounding extracellular matrix, the stress-strain fields in the cells are

different from those of the surrounding matrix.
    Assuming the articular cartilage as an elastic material (no fluid flow), the material

properties of chondrocyte which is largely different from those of surrounding extracellular

matrix do not affect the stress-strain state of articular cartilage. But in actual cartilage with

high water content, it is predicted that the pattern of distribution of chondrocytes has a non-

negligible effect on the stress-strain state of articular cartilage and chondrocytes because of

fluid flow. Therefore it is important to elucidate the effect of material propertie$ of
chondrocytes on the time-dependent and depth-dependent stress-strain state of compressed

articular cartilage when the tissue is exposed to compression.

    The purpose of this study is to develop a simple model which can simulate the bio-
mechanical behavior of articular cartilage. At first, we made the two models to research the

influence of chondrocytes on stress-strain state of articular cartilage. We assumed that
articular cartilage was categorized as three layers by composition and structure of articular

cartilage to analyze the depth-dependent stress-strain state of articular cartilage. Second, we

made the another model which has a chondrocyte iri the tissue to clear the time-dependent
and depth-dependent stress-strain state of chondrocytes under loading of articular cartilage.

                                   2. Method

2.1 Constitutiveequation

    Articular cartilage was modeled using the
tissues as a mixture of a porous, permeable
chondrocytes) and a movable interstitial fluid.

biphasic theory`), which depicts hydrated

elastic solid (proteoglycan, collagen, and
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     6S,i= pt ÅëS, ipl+ o• S.,i,

     OSi',==Aievl+2ftie, 6f'i=-Of'iPff, (1)
     dt•i= ds,i+ 6f,i= -pl+ oSe'7=c,m,

where E is the unit tensor; OS, Of, and 6` represent the stresses in the solid phase, in the

interstitial fluid, and in the total tissue; A and u are the first and second Lam6 constants; P,

e, and Ev are fluid pressure, strain and volumetric strain of the solid phase; ÅëS'`, and opf'i

(ÅëS'VÅëf'`=1)are the solid and fluid volume fractions, respectively; superscripts c and m

imply cell and matrix, respectively. A and pt are connected with Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio as

     E,=ft,(3A,+2pt,)/(A,+#,) (2)

The conservation of rnomentum is satisfied everywhere in cells and matrix

     v ds•i+ (vf- vs) (Åëf•i) 2/ k, = o,
                                                                         (4)
     v6f•`-(vf-vS)(opf'i)2/ki=O;i=c,m,

where vS and vf are the velocities of solid and fluid, fec and km are permeabilities of cells and

matrix, respectively. The continuity condition holds everywhere in cells and matrix

     v(opf•ivf+Åës•ivs)==o; i==c,m, (5)
2.2 Compressio" test of macroscopic model

2.2.1 Mixturematrix

   We used the two models of mixture matrix which consist of the material properties of
chondrocytes and extracellular matrix to investigate the influence of material properties of

chondrocyte (Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and permeability) on the stress-strain state of

articular cartilage. Void model is that chondrocytes within cartilage are supposed to be
voids by dilute disperse (suspension) theory6) for poro-elastic materials, in other words, the

properties of chondrocytes were neglected, and Cell model is proposed by Wu et al7).
Material properties of mixture matrix in each model were calculated by volume fraction of

void and cell.

   The mechanical properties of Void model are calculated as the following formula;

     pt =" Ym [i+6(K.+2fl;)papel>) (gK.+su.)] (6)

                (l - Ph)

where pt and K are shear modulus and bulk modulus, respectively.
    The mechanical properties and permeability k of Cell model are calculated as below,

             (15K+20pt)(ptc-pt)pt      ddYr= (6K+i2pt) xt+(g. K+sxx) pt (8)
      dK - (3K+41t)(Kc-K)                                                                         (9)      drrm (3K.+4pt)
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     k=km[1+(1-p,)/3+lb[Cfe./(k,-k.)]] (10)
Ph, Pc, are volume fraction of voids and chondrocytes and r is parameter of volume fraction

Pc =1-exp(-r) (Pc=O:T=O;Pc=1:r=oo) E and y are calculated from pt and K.

   In addition, articular cartilage has a depth-dependent structure, which may cause the

depth-dependent deformation of articular cartilage. Therefore, we supposed that articular
cartilage are categorized as three layers and assumed that 100/o zone from surface is surface

layer, the medium 700/o zone is middle layer and the deeper 200/o zone is deep layer as shown

in Fig.3. Material properties of cell and extracellular matrix are shown in Table 18) and

volume fraction of chondrocytes in each layer is shown in Table 2i). To estimate the volume

fraction of chondrocytes, we took sequential fluorescent cross-sectional images of stained
chondrocytes within articular cartilage by confocal laser scanning microscope(Fig. 3). Forty

images were obtained at lum intervals. Categorizing articular cartilage as three layersjust

as explanation above, we calculated the volume fraction by integral calculus. Mixture
material properties calculated from equation (11), (12) are shown in Table 3. The axisymL

metric cylindrical specimen model in Fig.4 was assumed to have a thickness of lmm and to

deep middle surface

Fig.3 Image of chondrocytes within articular cartilage of porcine
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Table 1 Material properties of extracellular matrix and chondrocyte

Properties

E(MPa) v k(mm`IN's)

Extracellularmatrix 1.0 O.125 2.0Å~le-3

Chondrocyte 1.0Å~1o-3 O.2 2.0Å~lo2

Tabie 2 Volume fraction of each layer

Layer surface middle deep

Volumefraction 7.30/o 11.3O/o 7.3O/o

Table 3 Material properties of mixture material

E(MPa) v
k(Å~io'3mm`/N's)

void cell void cell void cell

surface O.865 O.859 O.130 O.131 2.0 2.47

middle O.798 O.788 O.133 O.134 2.0 2.76

deep O.865 O.859 O.130 O.131 2.0 2.47

have a diarfieter of 3mm. As finite element analysis, ABAQUS/Standard was applied5). For

numerical analysis for biological soft tissues containing significant amounts of mobile tissue

fluid, the mixture formulation based on biphasic theory and poroelastic theories are applied.

It has been shown that the poroelastic and biphasic mixture models are equivalent when
applied to biomechanical studies5).

2.2.2 Boundarycoitditions

   We simulated the unconfined compression test and the cartilage specimen was subjected
to a raiinp compression of E =150/o strain of specimen thickness with a ramp period ls (Fig.

5). The total strain was kept constant for 1200s. Undersurface of specimen was assumed to

be firmly fixed with irnpermeable subchondral bone and the indentation plate was imperme-
able, where friction is neglected between the plate and articular cartilage. The lateral

boundaries were assumed as permeable.

2.3 Compression test of the microscopic modea

   In this section, we analyzed the micrescopic model includjng a cell in the center of
specimen shown in Fig.6 to investigate the change of mechanical environrnent of chon-
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                  Fig.6 Cartilage-model inc'luding a cell in the center

drocytes when the tissue is exposed to compression. We applied the Cell model to mixture
matrix shown in 2.2.1. To compare the analysis by Wu et al7) with our analysis, the specimen

is assumed to have a thickness of lmm and to have a diameter of 6mm. Boundary conditions
and material properties are the same way as section 2.2. A diameter of cell is 20 um and that
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of extracelullar matrix around the cell is 60 ptm.

   Furthermore, we made the depth-dependent model shown in Fig.7 to investigate how
depth-dependent location of chondrocytes concern about the deformation of chondrocytes.
We categorize articular cartilage as ten layers. In each analysis, we put a cell at the center

in each layer.

3. Resuits

3.1 Compression test of macroscopic model

   The equilibrium strains in three kinds of layer after 1200s are shown for both models in

Fig. 8. The final values of strains have little difference between Void model and Cell model,

because the volurne fraction of chondrocytes in each Iayer is small and the final values ef

strain depend on the elastic modulus. But the time-dependent strain behavior for each model

as shown in Fig. 9 represent that time-dependent strains in the surface and deep layer show

a little difference between Void model and Cell model. The strain ef Cell model reached
equilibrium faster than Void model. For example, the strain of the surface layer in Cell
model is 1120/o of final strain and it is 1150/o of final strain in Void model at 130s after

compression. This is caused by the difference in permeability because the permeability in

Cell model is larger than Void model.

                    1 6.0
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     The larger strain than equilibrium strain was found in the surface in special because the

 compression propagated from the surface of specimen. With time, the strains of three layers

 gradually approaches to the equivalent values defined by the elastic modulus. This time-
 dependent behaviors are caused by the fluid flow in the biphasic articular cartilage, which

 correspond to the changes in pore pressure as shown in Fig. 10, where the pressure gradient
 induces the fluid flow. And this fluid flow produces the viscoelastic property of articular

 cartilage.

 3.2 Compression test of microscopic model

     The deformation of chondrocytes in the center of specimen is shown in Fig. 11. Immedi-

 ately after compression, the height of the cell decreased by 310/o, the width of the cell
' increased by 150/o, and the volume of the cell decreased by 80/o. At the end of the test (t==
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l200s), the height of the cell decreased by 27%, the width of the cell increased by 2%, and the

volume of the cell decreased by 230/o.

   The time-dependent changes in height, width and volume of chondrocytes which were
located at varying depth are shown in Figs.12, 13 and 14. A cell in the first 100/o layer is

named as 1 and a cell in the second 100/o layer is 2. Then the numerals from 3 to 10
correspond to cells in the third 100/o layer to tenth 100/o layers. For the change in height, the

cells 1 to 6 had decreased largely just after compression and been recovering with tirne. The

cells 7 to 10 had been decreasing with time. For the change in width, cells in all layers had

increased immediately after compression, and been decreasing with time. A cell 1 changed

largely in special. For the change in volume, a cell 1 had increased largely just after
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compression and been decreasing with time. The cells 2 to 4
compression and been increasing, and then decreasing with time.

gradually decreasing with time.

had decreased just after
The cells 5 to 10 had been

4. Discussions

   We could study the time-dependent and depth-dependent stress-strain state of articular

cartilage under compression in our FEM analyses. In our study, the dependence of the
compressive deformation of cartilage on the material properties of chondrocytes could not be

seen in compression test of macroscopic model, but a little difference was observed for the
time-dependent strain of each layer. This time-dependency appears to be.brought because the
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high permeability of chondrocytes influences the fluid flow in the articular cartiiage. It is

known that material properties of chondrocyte would change depending on its condition9).

But iR the macroscopic level, the change in material properties of chondrocytes will be small

and negligible.

   The analysis on the cartilage deformation demonstrated that the strain levels of the
surface and middle zones becarne larger than the average strain immediately after compres-

sion but finaily reached the equilibrium strain determined by each elastic modulus. Compres-

sion from surface of the tissue causes this intemal strain behavior. In actual cartilage,
articular cartilage is fixed with subchondroal bone and is compressed from surface of tissue.

Therefore, the similar stress-strain state would occur in actual cartilage as this FEM
analysis.

   At equilibrium state, our prediction on the strain of surface layer does not agree so well

with the experimental observation by Guilak et ai'O), who reported that the strain of surface

layer would be the largest (190/o), while highly strain of surface layer immediately after

compression was shown but recovered to about 150/o at equilibrium in our study. The
difference between aRalysis and experiment may be brought because we used the same
material properties of extracellular matrix in each three layer and furthermore, final strain

of articular cartilage is determined by the elastic modulus. But in actual cartilage, articular

cartilage has depth-dependent inhomogenity. The actual strain may be partly influenced by

the inhomogenity of cartilage.

   In our prediction of microscopic model, time-dependent shape change of chondrocyte
could be evaluated. Cell height increased from 690/o to 730/o of the original cell height, cell

width decreased from 1150% to 102% of the original cell width, and the cell volume decreased

from 920/o to 77% of the original cell volume during a time period of 1200s when the
deformation of cartilage was kept constant, which almost agree with the FEM analysis by
Wu et a}7) who reported that the cell height increased from 670/o to 700/o of the original cell

height, cell width decreased from 1200/o to 109% of the original cell width, and the cell volume

decreased from 940/o to 830/e of the original cell volume under the same compression state. In

addition, our prediction has the same behavior as the experimental observation by Guilak et

aliO), who reported that chondrocytes in the middle to deep layers experience a decrease in

height of 18.8--20.70/o, a small expansion in width l-40/o, and a decrease in volume of 15.5-17.5

% in an unconfined compression test similar to that simulated here in FEM analysis.

    The depth-dependent distribution of chondrocyte has influence on its shape change. In
our predictjon, cells in the surface and surface side of middle layer will be deformed largely

just after compression of the tissue, and then they will recover with time and cells in the deep

side of ifniddle layer and deep layer will be compressed little by little. It is well accepted that

the biological activity of chondrocytes play an important role for the metabolism of articular

cartilage and it is influenced by the mechanical environment. It follows from our prediction

that the chondrocytes in surface layer will contribute a significant viscoelastic component to

the deformation behavior of the tissue'i) and will translate the gradual change of mechanical

stimulus to chondrocytes in middle and deep layer.

5. Conclusions

   We proposed the macroscopic and microscopic models for finite element analyses that
can be used to demonstrate the time-dependent and depth-dependent deformation of articular

cartilage and chondrocytes under physiological compression of the tissue. FEM analyses
predict that the time-dependent and depth-dependent deformation of articular cartilage is
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caused by fluid exudation, but material properties of chondrocytes do not affect the bulk

deformation of articular cartilage so much. The deformation of chondrocytes is depth-
dependent and the largest time-dependent deformation behavior occurs in the surface layer.

These results may clear how the transduction of mechanical stimuli concern about metabo-
lism of articular cartilage via chondrocytes.
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